Trackmen finish sixth in GB Championship; Sydorlak places fourth

By Jim Yamashita

MIT's indoor track team did compete as a unit in the Greater Boston Championships held on Friday and Saturday, but several individuals entered and placed Tech in the rooting columns. With the limited number of performers, MIT placed sixth in the meet with 6 points.

Tech's entries were all in the field events, and three men won places. Both Gordon DelWitt '67 and Dave Osborne '67 took points respectively. The event was won by Kavanagh of BC and Harvard's Stuart Long in 2:13 of the second round of their matches. At 130, Bill Harrs '68 wrestled in place of Gregg Schroeder '69, who is sidelined for the rest of the season with injuries.

Steve Sydorlak '69, Tech's recent breasting pole-vaulter, placed fourth. Lance of Harvard was the event with a vault of 13 feet. Steve has cleared 13 feet many times, but injured himself on his first jump and was unable to reach his normal height.

Two dual meets remain in the season for the team. This Saturday they will host UNH in Rockwell Cage, and the following week they travel to UConn. Following day they will host UNH in Rockwell Cage, and the Connecticut Relays that will be the IC4A Championship meet.
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